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We study gravitational waves emitted by a binary system of non-spinning bodies in a quasi-circular
inspiral within the framework of Einstein-aether theory. In particular, we compute explicitly and
analytically the expressions for the time-domain and frequency-domain waveforms, gravitational
wave polarizations, and response functions for both ground- and space-based detectors in the post-
Newtonian approximation. We find that, when going beyond leading-order in the post-Newtonian
approximation, the non-Einsteinian polarization modes contain terms that depend on both the first
and the second harmonics of the orbital phase. We also calculate analytically the corresponding pa-
rameterized post-Einsteinian parameters, generalizing the existing framework to allow for different
propagation speeds among scalar, vector and tensor modes, without assumptions about the magni-
tude of its coupling parameters, and meanwhile allowing the binary system to have relative motions
with respect to the aether field. Such results allow for the easy construction of Einstein-aether
templates that could be used in Bayesian tests of General Relativity in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of the first gravitational wave (GW)
from the coalescence of two massive black holes (BHs) by
advanced LIGO marked the beginning of the GW era [1].
Following this observation, a few tens of GW candidates
were identified by the LIGO/Virgo scientific collabora-
tion [2]1. The LIGO and Virgo detectors are sensitive to
GWs with frequencies between 20 and 2000Hz [4], since
at frequencies lower than 20Hz they are limited by the
Newtonian ground noise. As a consequence, LIGO and
Virgo are only able to observe GWs produced in the late
inspiral and merger of low-mass compact binaries, such
as binary black holes (BBHs), BH-NSs, and binary neu-
tron stars (BNSs).
One of the many remarkable observational results ob-
tained so far is the discovery that the BBHs can be com-
posed of objects with individual masses much larger than
what was previously expected, both theoretically and ob-
servationally [5–7], leading to the proposal and refine-
ment of various formation scenarios [8, 9]. A consequence
of this discovery is that the early inspiral phase may also
be detectable by space-based observatories, such as LISA,
TianQin, Taiji and DECIGO, for several years prior to
∗ Anzhong Wang@baylor.edu; Corresponding Author
1 Recently, various GWs have been detected after LIGO/Virgo
resumed operations on April 1, 2019, possibly including the coa-
lescence of a neutron-star (NS)/BH binary. The details of these
detections have not yet been released [3].
their coalescence [10, 11]. The analysis of the BBHs’ pop-
ulation observed by LIGO and Virgo has shown that such
space-based detectors may be able to see many such sys-
tems, with a variety of profound scientific consequences.
In particular, multiple observations with different de-
tectors at different frequencies of signals from the same
source can provide excellent opportunities to study the
evolution of the binary in detail. Since different detectors
observe at disjoint frequency bands, together they cover
different evolutionary stages of the same binary system.
Each stage of the evolution carries information about dif-
ferent physical aspects of the source. Technically, it also
provides early warnings for an upcoming coalescence, so
that ground-based detectors could know the sky local-
ization of the source and its time to coalescence well in
advance.
Combining high- and low-frequency GW detections of
the same source can also help identify the astrophysical
channel responsible of BBH formations. Different scenar-
ios in fact result in different masses, mass ratios, spins
and eccentricity distributions of the detected sources [12–
17]. Because of the GW circularization, BBHs may have
small eccentricity in the LIGO/Virgo band, regardless of
their formation channels. However, space-based detec-
tors will be able to observe GW signals from BBHs that
did not have enough time to fully circularize, allowing for
measurements of eccentricities in excess of 10−3 [13]. In
addition, stellar-mass BBHs observed in the space-based
detector bands provide a very promising class of stan-
dard sirens (see, e.g., [18]). In the absence of a distinc-
tive electromagnetic counterpart, it was estimated [19]
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2that LISA might measure the Hubble constant within a
few percent error, thus helping in the resolution of the
discrepancy between the local measurement of this quan-
tity [20] and that obtained from the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) [21] (Note that using ground-based
detectors, e.g., aLIGO, the Hubble constant could also be
measured with good precisions even if we do not identify
electromagnetic counterparts [22, 23]).
In addition, multi-band GW detections will enhance
the potential to test gravitational theories in the strong,
dynamical field regime of merging compact objects [24–
29]. Massive systems will be observed by ground-based
detectors with high signal-to-noise ratios, after being
tracked for years by space-based detectors in their in-
spiral phase. The two portions of signals can be com-
bined to make precise tests for different theories of grav-
ity. In particular, joint observations of BBHs with a total
mass larger than about 60 solar masses by LIGO/Virgo
and space-based detectors can potentially improve cur-
rent bounds on dipole emission from BBHs by more than
six orders of magnitude [24], which will impose severe
constraints on various theories of gravity [30].
All the above work, however, depends crucially on the
accurate description of GWs in order to track the sig-
nal during the early inspiral phase all the way to the
merger phase. During the inspiral phase, GWs can be
modeled using the post-Newtonian (PN) formalism [31].
Within general relativity (GR), waveforms at low PN or-
ders (i.e., at or below the 2PN order) are sufficiently ac-
curate for an unbiased recovery of the source parameters
[32]. As the signal-to-noise ratio increases, however, our
ability to test GR will be systematically limited by the
accuracy of our waveform models.
In recent work, some of the present authors general-
ized the PN formalism to certain modified theories of
gravity and applied it to the quasi-circular inspiral of
compact binaries. In particular, we calculated in de-
tail the waveforms, gravitational wave polarizations, re-
sponse functions and energy losses due to gravitational
radiation in Brans-Dicke (BD) theory [33] and screened
modified gravity (SMG) [34–36] to the leading PN order,
with which we then considered projected constraints from
the third-generation detectors. Such studies have been
further generalized to triple systems in Einstein-aether
theory [37, 38]. When applying such formulas to the
first relativistic triple system discovered in 2014 [39], we
studied the radiation power, and found that quadrupole
emission has almost the same amplitude as that in GR,
but the dipole emission can be as big as the quadrupole
emission. This can provide a promising window to place
severe constraints on Einstein-aether theory with multi-
band gravitational wave observations [24, 27].
In this paper, we study the gravitational waves emit-
ted by a compact binary during its quasi-circular inspiral
within Einstein-aether theory. This is, of course, not the
first time gravitational waves that have been studied in
this theory. The first studies were carried out by Foster
in the mid 2000s [40, 41], who computed the gravita-
tional waves and the radiative losses of a generic binary
through a multipolar decomposition. Using these results,
Yagi, et al. [42, 43] calculated the effects of such waves
on the rate of change of the orbital period of binary pul-
sars, placing stringent constraints on a sector of the the-
ory. Following this work, Hansen, et al. [44] calculated
the GW polarizations and response function in the time-
and frequency-domain for a compact binary during its
quasi-circular inspiral, but again in a restricted sector of
the theory. More recently, more severe constraints were
placed on Einstein-aether theory [45, 46], using the re-
cent binary NS observation by LIGO, which constrained
the speed of gravity to better than one part in 1015 [44].
We here revisit some of these calculations without im-
posing any restrictions on the parameter space. First,
we compute, once more, the gravitational waves emit-
ted by a binary system and its associated radiative en-
ergy loss for a generic binary system in the PN approxi-
mation without assumptions about the magnitude of its
coupling parameters. We then specialize this calculation
to a compact binary in a quasi-circular inspiral and com-
pute the time-domain response function both for ground-
and space-based detectors. In doing so, we discover that
previous expressions for the GW polarizations that com-
pose the time-domain response function [49] are not ap-
plicable to Einstein-aether theory due to the different
speeds of propagation of its scalar and vector modes.
This implies that the results of [44] are corrected by
terms that depend on these different speeds; in partic-
ular, this generates terms in the non-Einsteinian polar-
izations that depend explicitly on the speed of the center
of mass of the binary with respect to the aether field.
With these waveforms computed, we then calculate their
Fourier transform in the stationary phase approximation
(SPA) [47–49], and map the results to the parameterized
post-Einsteinian (ppE) framework [47] that was extended
to allow for different propagation speeds among different
polarization modes [49]. Our results, therefore, allow for
the straightforward construction of waveform templates
with which to carry out tests of Einstein-aether theory
using Bayesian theory and matched filtering in the fu-
ture.
The remainder of this paper presents the results sum-
marized above. In particular, in Sec. II we give a brief in-
troduction to Einstein-aether theory (æ-theory for short),
and in Sec. III we calculate the GW polarizations and
energy loss rate, and correct some typos in the literature.
In Sec. IV, we study the GW polarizations and response
function for an inspiraling binary. In Sec. V, we calculate
the response function and its Fourier transform for both
ground- and space-based detectors using the SPA [47–
49]. In Sec. VI we map the results of the last section to
the parametrized post-Einsteinian (ppE) framework [47–
49], while in Sec. VII, we summarize our main results
and present discussions and concluding remarks. The pa-
per also include four appendices, and in Appendix A, we
present a brief review on the SPA, while in Appendices B,
C and D we provide some additional mathematical for-
3mulas. We follow here the conventions of Misner, Thorne
and Wheeler [50] and use units in which c = 1.
II. EINSTEIN-AETHER THEORY
In æ-theory, the fundamental variables of the gravita-
tional sector are [51]
(gµν , u
µ, λ) , (2.1)
where gµν denotes the four-dimensional metric of space-
time with signature (−,+,+,+) [40, 52], uµ the aether
field, and λ a Lagrangian multiplier that guarantees that
the aether field is always timelike and unity,
uλuλ = −1. (2.2)
In this paper, we adopt the following conventions: all
repeated Latin letters represent spatial indices that are
to be summed over from 1 to 3, while repeated Greek
letters represent spacetime indices to be summed over
from 0 to 3, regardless of whether they are super-indices
or sub-indices.
The general action of the theory is given by [53],
S = Sæ + Sm, (2.3)
where Sm denotes the matter action, and Sæ is the grav-
itational action of æ-theory, given, respectively, by
Sm =
∫ √−g d4x[Lm (gµν , uα;ψm) ], (2.4)
Sæ =
1
16piGæ
∫ √−g d4x[R(gµν) + Læ (gµν , uα, λ) ].
Here ψm collectively denotes the matter fields, R and g
are, respectively, the Ricci scalar and the determinant of
gµν , and
Læ ≡ −Mαβ µν (Dαuµ) (Dβuν) + λ
(
gαβu
αuβ + 1
)
,
(2.5)
where Dµ denotes the covariant derivative with respect
to gµν . The tensor M
αβ
µν is defined as
Mαβ µν ≡ c1gαβgµν + c2δαµδβν + c3δαν δβµ − c4uαuβgµν .
(2.6)
Note that here we assume that matter fields couple not
only to gµν but also to the aether field u
µ, in order to
model effectively the radiation of a compact object [37,
41], such as a neutron star [54]. The current theoretical
and observational constraints on the four dimensionless
coupling constants ci’s were given explicitly in [45]. It
was found that
0 ≤ c14 ≤ 2.5× 10−5, |c13| ≤ 10−15, (2.7)
where cij ≡ ci + cj . The constraints on other parameters
depend on the values of c14. In particular, for 0 . c14 ≤
2 × 10−7 and 2 × 10−6 . c14 . 2.5 × 10−5, they read
respectively as [45] (see also [55]),
(i) 0 . c14 ≤ 2× 10−7, c14 . c2 . 0.095,
(ii) 2× 10−6 . c14 . 2.5× 10−5,
0 . c2 − c14 . 2× 10−7. (2.8)
In the intermediate regime of c14 (2 × 10−7 < c14 .
2× 10−6), the results are obtained only numerically, and
shown explicitly in Fig. 1 of [45].
The coupling constant Gæ is related to the Newtonian
gravitational constant GN via the relation [56],
GN =
Gæ
1− 12c14
. (2.9)
Strong field effects can be important in the vicinity of
a compact body, such as a neutron star or a black hole,
and need to be taken into account. Following Eardley
[54], these effects can be included by considering the test-
particle action [41],
SA = −
∫
dτAm˜A[γA]
= −m˜A
∫
dτA
[
1 + σA(1− γA)
+
1
2
(σA + σ
2
A + σ¯A)(1− γA)2 + ...
]
, (2.10)
where γA ≡ −uµvAµ , and vAµ is the four-velocity of the
body, defined as viA ≡ dxiA/dτA. The index A labels the
body, and τA is its proper time. We also note that m˜A in
(2.10) has the dimension of mass, σA and σ¯A are defined
as
σA ≡ − d ln m˜A[γA]
d ln γA
∣∣∣∣
γA=1
,
σ¯A ≡ d
2 ln m˜A[γA]
d(ln γA)2
∣∣∣∣
γA=1
, (2.11)
which can be determined by considering asymptotic
properties of perturbations of static stellar configurations
[43].
The variations of the total action with respect to gµν
and uµ yield, respectively, the field equations [37],
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR− Sµν = 8piGæTµν , (2.12)
Æµ = 8piGæTµ, (2.13)
4with the constraint of Eq. (2.2). Here we have [41],
Sαβ ≡ Dµ
[
Jµ(αuβ) + J(αβ)u
µ − u(βJα)µ
]
+c1
[
(Dαuµ) (Dβu
µ)− (Dµuα) (Dµuβ)
]
+c4aαaβ + λuαuβ − 1
2
gαβJ
δ
σDδu
σ,
Æµ ≡ DαJαµ + c4aαDµuα + λuµ,
Tµν ≡ 2√−g
δ (
√−gLm)
δgµν
=
∑
A
m˜Aδ˜A[A
1
Av
µ
Av
ν
A + 2A
2
Au
(µv
ν)
A ],
Tµ ≡ − 1√−g
δ (
√−gLm)
δuµ
=
∑
A
m˜Aδ˜AA
2
Av
A
µ , (2.14)
with parentheses in index pairs denoting index sym-
metrization and
Jαµ ≡Mαβ µνDβuν , aµ ≡ uαDαuµ, (2.15)
and
A1A ≡ 1 + σA +
(σA + σ
2
A + σ¯A)
2
[(uµv
µ
A)
2 − 1],
A2A ≡ −σA − (σA + σ2A + σ¯A)(uµvµA + 1),
δ˜A ≡ δ
3(~x− ~xA)
v0A
√|g| . (2.16)
From Eq. (2.13) and the normalization condition, we also
find that
λ = uβDαJ
αβ + c4a
2 − 8piGæTαuα, (2.17)
where a2 ≡ aλaλ.
III. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE POLARIZATIONS
AND ENERGY LOSS OF BINARY SYSTEMS IN
EINSTEIN-AETHER THEORY
The linear perturbations of Einstein-aether theory over
a Minkowski background were studied by several authors
[38, 40, 43, 51]. For the sake of convenience, in this sec-
tion we first give a brief review of the relevant materials,
following mostly [37]. For more details on the PN ap-
proximations for many bodies in Einstein-aether theory,
we refer the reader to [37, 40, 43, 51]. Readers familiar
with Einstein-aether theory may skip the first two sub-
sections and go directly to the third section if they wish,
in which we apply previous results to binary system.
Let us first note that
gµν = ηµν , u
µ = δµt , (3.1)
satisfies the Einstein-aether field equations in Eqs. (2.12)
and (2.13) in the coordinates xµ = (t, x, y, z), where
ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) is the Minkowski metric [57].
Clearly, Eq. (3.1) shows that the aether field uµ is at
rest in this Minkowski background 2, so any motion with
respect to this coordinate system also represents mo-
tion with respect to the aether field. In addition, as
far as the aether field is concerned, the time-like vector
uµ is invariant under the general spatial diffeomorphism
x′j = x′j
(
xi
)
, (i, j = 1, 2, 3). Later, without loss of gen-
erality, we will use this gauge freedom to choose the plane
of the binary system to coincide with the (x, y)-plane.
Now, we consider the linear perturbations,
hµν = gµν − ηµν , w0 = u0 − 1, wi = ui, (3.2)
where hµν , w
0 and wi are decomposed into the forms
[40],
h0i = γi + γ,i, wi = νi + ν,i,
hij = φ,ij +
1
2
Pij [f ] + 2φ(i,j) + φij , (3.3)
with Pij ≡ δij∆− ∂i∂j , where ∆ ≡ δij∂i∂j . In addition,
the vector and tensor fields satisfy the conditions,
∂iγi = ∂
iνi = ∂
iφi = 0,
∂jφij = 0, φ
i
i = 0. (3.4)
To the linear order in perturbation theory, it is conve-
nient to define a non-symmetric tensor,
τµν ≡ Tµν − Tµδν0 , (τµν 6= τνµ), (3.5)
which satisfies the conservation law
∂ντµν = 0. (3.6)
Defining the center-of-mass (COM) coordinate and its
velocity as
Xi ≡
∑
A
mAx
i
A∑
A
mA
, (3.7)
V i ≡ dX
i
dt
, (3.8)
we find that conservation of momentum requires
dV i
dt
= 0, ⇒ V i = Constant. (3.9)
A. Linearized Einstein-aether Field Equations
Substituting the above expressions into the linearized
Einstein-aether field equations, we find that the tensor,
2 In cosmology, the aether field is often chosen to be comoving
with the CMB [53]. Thus, it is consistent here to choose the
aether to be comoving with the Minkowski coordinate system
xµ = (t, x, y, z).
5vector and scalar parts can be written as follows [37]. For
the tensor part, we have
1
c2T
φ¨ij −∆φij = 16piGæτTTij , (3.10)
with
c2T ≡
1
1− c+ , (3.11)
where c+ = c13 ≡ c1 + c3, and “TT” stands for the
transverse-traceless operator acting on the tensor.
For the vector part, we have 3
1
c2V
(ν¨i + γ¨i)−∆(νi + γi) = 16piGæ
2c1 − c13c−
× [c13τi0 − (1− c13)T i]T ,
(3.12)
∆ (c13νi + γi) = −16piGæτTi0, (3.13)
where
c2V ≡
2c1 − c13c−
2(1− c13)c14 , (3.14)
with c− ≡ c1 − c3, and the T above stands for the trans-
verse operator acting on the vector.
For the scalar part, we have
1
c2S
F¨ −∆F = 16piGæc14
2− c14
(
τkk +
2
c14
τ00
−2 + 3c2 + c13
c123
τLkk
)
, (3.15)
∆ (F − c14h00) = −16piGæτ00, (3.16)[
(1 + c2)F˙ + c123∆φ˙
]
,i
= −16piGæτLi0, (3.17)
where F ≡ ∆f , and
c2S ≡
(2− c14)c123
(2 + 3c2 + c13)(1− c13)c14 , (3.18)
with cijk ≡ ci + cj + ck, and the L above stands for the
longitudinal operator acting on the vector. In addition,
the constraint in Eq. (2.2) gives
h00 = 2w
0. (3.19)
From these equations, we can easily infer that the tensor,
vector and scalar modes propagate with speeds cT , cV
and cS , respectively.
3 Notice that the last term of Eq. (3.12) corrects a sign error in
Eq. (44) of [40].
B. Gravitational Wave Polarizations and Energy
Loss
To consider the polarizations of gravitational waves
in Einstein-aether theory, let us consider the time-like
geodesic deviation equation. In the spacetime described
by the metric, gµν = ηµν + hµν , the spatial deviation
vector, ζi, satisfies
ζ¨i = −R0i0jζj ≡ 1
2
P¨ijζj , (3.20)
where ζµ describes the four-dimensional deviation vector
between two nearby trajectories of test particles, and
R0i0j ' 1
2
(h0j,0i + h0i,0j − hij,00 − h00,ij)
= −1
2
φ¨ij + Ψ˙
II
(i,j) + Φ
IV
,ij −
1
2
δijΦ¨
II, (3.21)
where ΨIIi , Φ
IV and ΦII are the gauge-invariant quanti-
ties defined in [37]. In particular, we have ΦII ≡ F/2.
In the wave zone, |~x|  d, where d denotes the size of
the source and ~x is the vector pointing to the observer
from the COM, we have
ΦIV =
c14 − 2c13
2c14(c13 − 1)Φ
II,
ΨIIi = −
c13
1− c13 Ψ
I
i, (3.22)
and
ΨIi,j = −
1
cV
Ψ˙IiNj ,
ΦII,i = −
1
cS
Φ˙IINi, (3.23)
where Nk denotes the unit vector along the direction be-
tween the source (the COM) and the observer, and ΨIi is
another gauge-invariant quantity defined in [37] via the
relation,
ΨIi ≡ γi + νi. (3.24)
Then, inserting the above expressions into (3.20) and
(3.21) we obtain
Pij = φij − 2c13
(1− c13)cV Ψ
I
(iNj)
− c14 − 2c13
c14(c13 − 1)c2S
ΦIINiNj + δijΦ
II. (3.25)
Assuming that (eX , eY , eZ) are three unit vectors that
form a set of orthogonal basis with eZ ≡ N, so that
(eX , eY ) lay on the plane orthogonal to the propagation
direction N of the gravitational wave, we find that, in
the coordinates xµ = (t, xi), these three vectors can be
specified by two angles, ϑ and ϕ, via the relations [58],
eX = (cosϑ cosϕ, cosϑ sinϕ,− sinϑ) ,
eY = (− sinϕ, cosϕ, 0) ,
eZ = (sinϑ cosϕ, sinϑ sinϕ, cosϑ) . (3.26)
6Then, we can define the six GW polarizations hN ’s by
h+ ≡ 1
2
(PXX − PY Y ) , h× ≡ 1
2
(PXY + PY X) ,
hb ≡ 1
2
(PXX + PY Y ) , hL ≡ PZZ ,
hX ≡ 1
2
(PXZ + PZX) , hY ≡ 1
2
(PY Z + PZY ) ,
(3.27)
where PAB ≡ PijeiAejB , with A,B = {X,Y, Z}. However,
in Einstein-aether theory, only five GW polarizations are
independent. With the help of Eq. (3.21) and some re-
lated equations, we find that the above expressions can
be written explicitly in the form,
h+ =
1
2
φije
ij
+ , h× =
1
2
φije
ij
×,
hb =
1
2
F, hL = (1 + 2β2)hb,
hX =
1
2
β1ν
ieiX , hY =
1
2
β1ν
ieiY , (3.28)
where ekl+ ≡ ekXelX − ekY elY and ekl× ≡ ekXelY + ekY elX , and
β1 ≡ −2c+
cV
, β2 ≡ − c14 − 2c+
2c14(1− c+)c2S
. (3.29)
Observe that these equations for the GW polariza-
tions are quite similar to those found for generic mod-
ified gravity theories in Chatziioannou, et al. [49] (see
e.g. Eq. 8 in [49]). The main difference here is that
Chatziioannou, et al., following Poisson and Will [58],
made the implicit assumption that all GW modes travel
at the same speed, and this speed is equal to the speed
of light. As we saw in the previous subsection, this is
not the case in Einstein-aether theory, with some speeds
already stringently constrained but others essentially un-
constrained: −3 × 10−15 < cT − 1 < 7 × 10−16 due to
GW170817 [45], which leads to |c13| = |c+| . 10−15,
but cV ∼ (c1/c14)1/2 > 1 and cS ∼ (c2/c14)1/2 > 1
and are essentially unconstrained. Therefore, the results
of Chatziioannou, et al. [49] cannot be straightforwardly
applied to Einstein-aether theory, but rather they would
have to be extended to allow for modes with different and
arbitrary speeds.
In order to calculate the waveforms, let us first assume
that the observers (or detectors) are located in a region
far away from the source, R ≡ |~x|  d, where d is the
typical size of the system. Notice that R used here is not
the Ricci scalar used in the previous section, but rather
the distance to the source. In this region, we have a useful
mathematical method to solve the wave equations. That
is, for equations in the form
1
v2s
ψ¨ −∆ψ = 16piτ, (3.30)
where ψ, vs and τ denote the field we are going to solve
for, the speed for the corresponding field, and a source
term, respectively, we have the following asymptotic so-
lution [59],
ψ(t, ~x) =
4
R
[ ∞∑
n=0
1
n!vns
∂n
∂tn
∫
τ(t−R/vs, |~x′ |)
×
(
x
′i · x
i
R
)n
d3x
′
]
+O
(
R−2
)
. (3.31)
Then, in the gauge [40],
φi = 0, ν = γ = 0, (3.32)
we find that the wave equations given in the last subsec-
tion have the solutions
φij =
2Gæ
R
(Q¨ij)
TT , (3.33)
νi = − 2Gæ
(2c1 − c13c−)R
[
1
cV
(
c13
1− c13 Q¨ij
− Q¨ij − Vij
)
N j+2Σi
]T
,
γi = −c13νi, (3.34)
F =
Gæ
R
c14
2− c14
[
6(Z − 1)Q¨ijN iN j + 2ZI¨
− 4
c14c2S
I¨ijN iN j − 8
c14cS
ΣiN i
]
,
h00 = 2ω
0 =
1
c14
F, φ = −1 + c2
c123
f, (3.35)
where
Iij ≡
∑
A
mAx
i
Ax
j
A, I ≡ Ikk,
Qij ≡ Iij − 1
3
δijI,
Iij ≡
∑
A
σAm˜x
i
Ax
j
A, I ≡ Iii,
Qij ≡ Iij − 1
3
δijI,
Σi ≡ −
∑
A
σAm˜Av
i
A,
Vij ≡ 2
∑
A
σAm˜Av˙
[i
Ax
j]
A, (3.36)
and
Z ≡ (α1 − 2α2)(1− c+)
3(2c+ − c14) , (3.37)
α1 ≡ −8 (c1c14 − c−c13)
2c1 − c−c13 ,
α2 ≡ 1
2
α1 +
(c14 − 2c13)(3c2 + c13 + c14)
c123(2− c14) . (3.38)
Finally, we note that for any symmetric tensor Sij , we
have STTij = Λij,klSkl and S
T
i = PijSj , where Λij,kl and
Pij are the projection operators defined, respectively, by
Eqs. (1.35) and (1.39) in [60].
7Inserting Eqs. (3.33) - (3.35) into (3.28) and using the
above equations, we find that
h+ =
Gæ
R
Q¨kle
kl
+ , h× =
Gæ
R
Q¨kle
kl
× ,
hb =
c14Gæ
R(2− c14)
[
3(Z − 1)Q¨ijeiZejZ+ZI¨
− 4
c14cS
Σie
i
Z−
2
c14c2S
I¨ijN iN j
]
,
hL =
[
1− c14 − 2c13
c14(c13 − 1)c2S
]
hb,
hX =
2c13Gæ
(2c1 − c13c−)cVR
×
[
eiZ
cV
(
c13
1− c13 Q¨ij − Q¨ij − Vij
)
− 2Σj
]
ejX ,
hY =
2c13Gæ
(2c1 − c13c−)cVR
×
[
eiZ
cV
(
c13
1− c13 Q¨ij − Q¨ij − Vij
)
− 2Σj
]
ejY .
(3.39)
The above expressions differ from the work of Hansen,
et al. [44] because the latter built on the work of Chatzi-
ioannou, et al. [49], which as already explained, cannot
be applied to Einstein-aether theory. Note, however, that
although some of the dependence of the modes on the
coupling constants ci are different, the general structure
of the solution found by Hansen, et al. [44] remains cor-
rect. For example, as found in that paper, and shown
again by the above equations, the scalar longitudinal
mode hL is proportional to the scalar mode hb, which
then means that out of the six possible GW polarizations,
only five are independent. Moreover, as shown again in
Hansen, et al. [44] and also in the equations above, the
breathing and longitudinal modes are suppressed by a
factor c14 . O
(
10−5
)
[45] with respect to the transverse-
traceless modes h+ and h×4, while the vectorial modes
hX and hY are suppressed by a factor c13 . O
(
10−15
)
[45].
With the GW polarizations at hand, we can now move
to the calculation of the energy flux. Using the Noether
current method described in [41, 61], we find that the
4 The overall c14 cancels with 1/c14 in the last two terms inside the
square brackets of hb in Eq. (3.39). However, Σi and I¨ij in these
terms are proportional to σ ∼ s. The sensitivity s scales with α1
and α2 [see Eq. (3.47)], which scale with c14 when c13 ' 0.
energy loss rate is given by
E˙b = − 1
16piGæ
〈∫
dΩR2
[
1
2cT
φ˙ij φ˙ij
+
(2c1 − c13c−)(1− c13)
cV
ν˙iν˙i
+
2− c14
4cSc14
F˙ F˙
]〉
+ O˙, (3.40)
where an overhead dot stands for a time derivative, Ω
is the solid angle, and the angle brackets stand for an
average over one period, defined by
〈H(t)〉 ≡ 1
Pb
∫ Pb
0
H(t)dt, (3.41)
with Pb the orbital period [62]. The last term O˙ will be
omitted from now on, since its purpose is just to cancel
secular terms that arise from the other terms in this equa-
tion, as discussed in detail in [41, 43]. Using the math-
ematical tricks presented in [60], we find that Eq. (3.40)
becomes
E˙b = −Gæ
〈A1
5
...
Qij
...
Qij +
A2
5
...
Qij
...Qij + A35
...Qij
...Qij
+B1
...
I
...
I + B2
...
I
...I + B3
...I ...I + CΣ˙iΣ˙i +DV˙ijV˙ij
〉
,
(3.42)
where
A1 ≡ 1
cT
+
2c14c
2
13
(2c1 − c13c−)2cV +
3c14(Z − 1)2
2(2− c14)cS ,
A2 ≡ − 2c13
(2c1 − c13c−)c3V
− 2(Z − 1)
(2− c14)c3S
,
A3 ≡ 1
2c14c5V
+
2
3c14(2− c14)c5S
,
B1 ≡ c14Z
2
4(2− c14)cS ,
B2 ≡ − Z
3(2− c14)c3S
,
B3 ≡ 1
9c14(2− c14)c5S
,
C ≡ 4
3c14c3V
+
4
3c14(2− c14)c3S
,
D ≡ 1
6c14c5V
. (3.43)
Note that in the above expressions, we corrected a simple
typo (minus signs in A2) in previous work [43], which
originates from the sign error in [41], and which has been
corrected in Eq. (3.12) as already mentioned.
C. Binary Systems
In this subsection, we apply the general formula de-
veloped in the last two subsections to a binary system.
8Before doing so, let us first note that such a problem has
already been considered in Hansen, et al. [44], as dis-
cussed earlier. The work in this subsection differs from
that of Hansen, et al. in that (i) we include in the cal-
culation of the GW polarization modes the fact that the
different fields of Einstein-aether theory travel at differ-
ent velocities, and (ii) we allow for the COM to not be
comoving with the aether, i.e., we allow V i 6= 0. The
latter condition is more general than that adopted pre-
viously in the literature, thus allowing for the possibility
that the aether flow may be in a different direction as
compared to the motion of the COM.
With the above in mind, we first assume that the bi-
nary components are in a quasi-circular orbit. By “quasi-
circular” we mean that the two celestial bodies are rotat-
ing in a fixed plane and the orbit for its one-body effective
model is almost a circle within one period [63]. In addi-
tion, we also assume that ω˙s  ω2s , where ωs = 2pi/Pb
denotes the orbital angular frequency of the orbit [60].
Then, to leading (Newtonian) order in the PN theory,
we have
v˙i ≡ r¨i ' −Gm
r2
rˆi
[
1 +O
(Gm
r
)]
, (3.44)
v2 ≡ vivi ' Gm
r
[
1 +O
(Gm
r
)]
, (3.45)
where r = |xi1−xi2| is the distance between the two bodies
and rˆi ≡ ri/r ≡ (xi1 − xi2)/r and m is the total mass.
Here, the relation between G and GN is given by
G ≡ GN (1− s1)(1− s2), (3.46)
where sA is related to σA via the relation, sA ≡ σA/(1 +
σA). In [43], the sensitivities for neutron stars were cal-
culated numerically for various choices of the coupling
constants ci’s. Unfortunately, all of those choices are
out of the currently physically viable region defined in
Eq. (2.8). In [41], an analytical expression in the weak-
field approximations was given,
sA =
(
α1 − 2
3
α2
)
ΩA
mA
+O
(
GNm
d
)2
, (3.47)
where ΩA is the binding energy of the A-th body
5 and
we recall d represents the characteristic size of the sys-
tem. This expression is only valid for weakly-gravitating
bodies, and thus, strictly speaking, it does not apply to
neutron stars or to black holes when considering strong-
field effects; for neutron stars, the sensitivities are about
an order of magnitude larger and they depend on the
equation of state, while for black holes, they may be iden-
tically zero, as is the case in khronometric gravity within
a parameter space that is of physical interest [32].
Since the choice of coordinates xµ comoving with the
aether [cf. Eq. (3.1)] is fixed only up to the spatial dif-
feomorphism x′i = x′i
(
xk
)
, as mentioned earlier, we can
use this remaining gauge freedom to choose the spatial
coordinates so that the binary system is always on the
(x, y)-plane. This then implies that rˆ can be parameter-
ized via
rˆ = cos Φˆi+ sin Φˆj, (3.48)
where Φ(t) ≡ ∫ t ws(t′)dt′ is the orbital phase of the bi-
nary system, and iˆ, jˆ, kˆ are unit vectors along the x, y
and z directions respectively, with kˆ = iˆ× jˆ.
Substituting the above expressions into Eq. (3.39) and
only keeping terms up to relative O(v2), where V i is as-
sumed to be of O(v), we find,
h+ = −2Gæ
R
MU2(1 + cos2 ϑ) cos(2Θ) + 2Gæ
R
mV kV lekl+︸ ︷︷ ︸, (3.49)
h× =
4Gæ
R
MU2 cosϑ sin(2Θ) + 2Gæ
R
mV kV lekl×︸ ︷︷ ︸, (3.50)
hb =
2Gæ
R
c14
2− c14
[
2∆s
c14cS
η1/5MU sinϑ sin Θ
+
2S − 3c14(Z − 1)c2S
c14c2S
MU2 sin2 ϑ cos(2Θ)− 4∆s
c14c2S
η1/5MU(V iN i) sinϑ sin Θ
+
3c14c
2
S(Z − 1)− 2S ′
c14c2S
mV iV jN iN j︸ ︷︷ ︸+
2S ′
c14cS
mV iN i +mV iV i︸ ︷︷ ︸
 , (3.51)
hL =
[
1 +
c14 − 2c13
c14(1− c13)c2S
]
hb, (3.52)
5 Note that there is an extra factor c14 appearing in Eq. (70) of
[41] in the published version, which has been corrected in the
arXiv version.
9hX = −β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
[
−2∆sη1/5MU cosϑ sin Θ
+
1
cV
(
S − c13
1− c13
)
MU2 sin(2ϑ) cos(2Θ)− 2∆s
cV
η1/5MU( sinϑeiX + cosϑN i)V i sin Θ
− 2m
cV
(
S ′ − c+
1− c+
)
V iV jeiXN
j︸ ︷︷ ︸− 2S ′meiXV i︸ ︷︷ ︸
 , (3.53)
hY = −β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
[
−2∆sη1/5MU cos Θ
− 2
cV
(
S − c13
1− c13
)
MU2 sin(ϑ) sin(2Θ)− 2∆s
cV
η1/5MU( sinϑ sin ΘeiY + cos ΘN i)V i
− 2m
cV
(
S ′ − c+
1− c+
)
V iV jeiYN
j︸ ︷︷ ︸− 2S ′meiY V i︸ ︷︷ ︸
 , (3.54)
where
m ≡ m1 +m2, µA ≡ mA
m
, µ ≡ µ1µ2m,
η ≡ µ
m
, M≡ mη3/5, U ≡ (GMωs)1/3, (3.55)
and
∆s ≡ s1 − s2, S ≡ s1µ2 + s2µ1,
Θ ≡ ϕ− Φ, S ′ ≡ s1µ1 + s2µ2. (3.56)
Now several comments are in order. First, the above
expressions for the plus and cross polarization modes
[Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50)] reduce to those of GR 6 [44, 49],
when ci’s and si’s are set to be zero. The quantity ϕ
determines the coalescence phase, whose value can be
chosen arbitrarily. References [44, 49] use the convention
ϕ = 0, which will be adopted in this paper. Second, these
expressions are also similar to those found in Hansen, et
al. [44] to leading order in the PN expansion. However,
since Hansen, et al. [44] used a formalism that implic-
itly assumed the speed of all modes is the speed of light,
which is not the case in Einstein-aether theory, there are
factors of (cT , cV , cS) missing in that work, which we
correct here. Third, the under-braced terms have not
appeared in the literature previously. However, they will
be safely neglected for our current studies, since they are
time-independent, and lead to no contributions to the
geodesic deviation equation [Eq. (3.20)], as can be seen
from Eqs. (3.20)-(3.25). Fourth, the above expressions
contain terms that are sub-leading in the PN approxi-
mation (i.e. they are of O(v) smaller than the leading-
order modifications), and these have also never appeared
in the literature. This is not just because they are sub-
leading in the PN approximation, but also because they
depend on the COM velocity V i, which is typically as-
sumed to be of order 10−3 with respect to the CMB
rest frame [41], and thus is much smaller than the rel-
ative velocity of binary constituents before coalescences.
These terms, however, cannot be neglected as they are
time-dependent, and proportional to cos Θ, sin Θ. Fifth,
strictly speaking, Eqs. (3.49)-(3.54) should be evaluated
at the retarded time tr, where tr ≡ t − R/cN , with cN
being any of (cT , cV , cS), depending on the mode under
consideration.
With the above in mind, substituting (3.44), (3.45),
(3.36) and (3.48) into Eq. (3.42), we find that
E˙b = −GæG
2µ2m2
r4
×
〈
8
15
(A1 + SA2 + S2A3)(12v2 − 11r˙2) + 4(B1 + SB2 + S2B3)r˙2
+
1
5
∆s[8(A2 + 2SA3)(3r˙j − 2r˙irˆirˆj) + 60(B2 + 2SB3)r˙irˆirˆj ]V j
+∆s2
[(
6
5
A3 + 36B3 − 2D
)
(rˆiV i)2 +
(
18
5
A3 + 2D
)
V iV i + C
]〉
. (3.57)
It is interesting to note that this result reduces identically
to that found by Yagi, et al [43], since in that work, no
6 There is a simple transcription typo in [44], which accidentally
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assumption was made on the speed of the propagating
modes.
Equation (3.57) includes Einstein-æther corrections
both at −1PN (E˙b ∝ v8) and 0PN (E˙b ∝ v10) or-
ders. When deriving this equation, we only considered
the Newtonian contribution in the conservative sector in
Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45). Formerly, the 1PN correction to
the conservative dynamics can affect E˙b at 0PN order.
This is because such 1PN effect can couple to the −1PN
dipole radiation in Eq. (3.42) to give rise to a 0PN ef-
fect in Eq. (3.57). We do not include such corrections in
this paper since they can never become a dominant cor-
rection (as they are 1PN correction to the −1PN effect).
On the other hand, the 0PN effect included in Eq. (3.57)
can dominate the −1PN effect when e.g. s1 ∼ s2 and the
dipole radiation is suppressed.
IV. EVOLUTION OF THE ORBITAL ANGULAR
FREQUENCY
The emission of gravitational waves causes the sepa-
ration of the two bodies in a binary system to shrink,
which thus leads the orbital frequency to grow, until co-
alescence. In this section, we find the evolution of the or-
bital angular frequency ωs through the use of the energy
loss rate. Note that there is a different, yet equivalent,
way to get the same result through the Virial theorem
(see, e.g., [60, 64]).
The evaluation of the time-domain waveform requires
that one solves the equations of motion in Einstein-aether
theory. As explained in the previous section, these equa-
tions take on a Newtonian-like form, and their solution
can be described effectively by Eq. (3.48). All one needs
to prescribe now is the evolution of the orbital angular
frequency, which we study here to the leading PN or-
der. This equation can be obtained through the Einstein-
aether version of Kepler’s law [60],
ω2s '
Gm
r3
, (4.1)
which yields
ω˙s
ωs
=
3
2
E˙b
Eb
, (4.2)
where Eb in the denominator is the binding energy [43],
namely
Eb = −Gµm
2r
. (4.3)
Substitution of Eqs. (4.3), (3.57), (4.1) and (3.48) into
Eq. (4.2) leads to
(Gm)2ω˙s = (Gm)2 dωs
dt
dropped factor of η1/5 in these modes.
= κ1(Gmωs)11/3
[
1 + x (Gmωs)−2/3
]
, (4.4)
where
κ1 ≡ 48η(2− c14)
5(1− s1)(1− s2)
(A1 + SA2 + S2A3) , (4.5)
x ≡ ∆s
2
32(A1 + SA2 + S2A3)
× [(21A3 + 90B3 + 5D)V iV i
−(3A3 + 90B3 − 5D)(V 3)2 + 5C
]
. (4.6)
We also note that we have used the quasi-circular condi-
tion.
Solving Eq. (4.4) exactly is not possible, but a good
approximation to the solution can be obtained when x
is small enough, i.e., when x  1. Since A1 is O(1)
and S, as well as S2, are suppressed by the sensitivi-
ties according to the definition in Eq.(3.56), the contri-
bution of the denominator of Eq. (4.6) is O(1). More-
over, by using Eq. (3.43), we see that the coefficients of
the V i-related terms are all of O(c−114 c−5V,S), while C is of
O(c−114 c−3V + c−114 c−3S ). Now recall that for |c13| . 10−15
we have cS ' O(c2/c14)1/2 and cV ' O(c1/c14)1/2, as
one can see from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.18). Thus, because
V i is assumed to be of O(v) or smaller (see [41]), the
contribution from the numerator is of O(∆s2C). Putting
everything together and using the expressions for C, we
first find that
x ≤ 5
24
∆s2c
1/2
14
(
c
−3/2
1 + c
−3/2
2
)
. (4.7)
Observe that if ∆s2  1, either because s1 = 0 = s2
(as may be the case in black hole binaries) or because
s1 = s2 (equal-mass neutron star binaries), then x is al-
ways small and the approximation is automatically well-
justified. Moreover, if we insert the weak-field limit for
the sensitivities in Eq. (3.47), the above expression could
be further written as
x ≤ 605
216
c
5/2
14
(
Ω1
m1
− Ω2
m2
)2 (
c
−3/2
1 + c
−3/2
2
)
≤ 7× 10−5, (4.8)
where we have used that c14 . 2.5 × 10−5 and c1,2 &
c14 from Eq. (2.8), and that ΩA ≤ mA. Clearly then,
the above analysis justifies the search for a perturbative
solution to Eq. (4.4) in x  1.
Even though the requirement that x  1 is satisfied
when one saturates current constraints on the theory, a
perturbative solution to Eq. (4.4) actually requires
x  (Gmωs)2/3, (4.9)
which may be more severe when the binary’s orbital ve-
locity is small enough. Notice, however, that this implies
that v & 0.05, which is true in the regime of interest of
the second-generation ground-based gravitational wave
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detectors. In such a region, we can perturbatively ex-
pand the solution to find
ωs(t) ' κ−3/82 (Gm)−5/8(tc − t)−3/8
×
[
1− 3
10
xκ
1/4
2
(
tc − t
Gm
)1/4]
, (4.10)
where
κ2 ≡ 128η(2− c14)
5(1− s1)(1− s2)
(A1 + SA2 + S2A3) , (4.11)
and tc is the time of coalescence. Clearly, the above re-
sults reduce to the well-known expression [60],
ωGRs (t) =
1
8
(η
5
)−3/8
(GNm)
−5/8(tGRc − t)−3/8, (4.12)
in the GR limit.
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the orbital angular frequency ωs(t) of
the inner binary in the hierarchy triple system J0337 start-
ing at 01-04-2012 to the binary’s final stage [39], as given by
Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12) for æ-theory and GR, respectively. It
is clear that the orbital angular frequency grows and becomes
unbounded at the coalescence time. Note, however, that the
coalescence time for the two theories is different (tc ∼ 9×1018
and tGRc ∼ 2 × 1019 s), because the additional polarization
modes of Einstein-aether theory cause the binary to lose bind-
ing energy faster than in GR, thus forcing the binary to merge
earlier.
Fig. 1 shows the difference between the GR and æ-
theory evolution of the orbital angular frequency 7 for
the inner binary in the hierarchy triple system PSR
J0337+1715 (denoted J0337 henceforth) [39, 65]. Specif-
ically, we set m1 = 1.4378M, m2 = 0.19751M, and
ωs(t = 0) ≈ 0.0000446 Hz , where t = 0 stands for the
7 In plotting Fig. 1 we just used the time coordinate t, instead of
the retarded time, tAr ≡ t−R/cA [66]. Since ωs is a function of
(tc−t), there is no difference, as tc−t = (tc−R/cA)−(t−R/cA) =
tAr,c − tAr (the subscript “A” here is to distinguish the different
kinds of propagation modes: scalar, vector and tensor).
time that J0337 was first observed. Moreover, we choose
the coupling constants to be c1 = 4×10−5, c2 = 9×10−5,
c4 = −2 × 10−5 and c3 = −c1 as in [37], which satisfies
all constraints [45]. For the COM velocity, we choose
~V = (0.002, 0.01, 0.03), which satisfies the constraints
given in [41]. The sensitivities of neutron stars are not
known in this region of parameter space, so for illustra-
tive purposes only, we use there the weak-field expression
of Eq. (3.47), with ΩA/mA = GNmA/RA and (R1, R2) =
(12.7, 6.33 × 104) km. These parameter choices satisfy
the perturbative condition x(Gmωs)−2/3  1 for about
1/1000 of its life time, i.e., the duration from the date
J0337 was first observed in 2012 to its future merger. Be-
cause the time to merger is so long, the parameter choices
satisfy the perturbative condition x(Gmωs)−2/3  1
during a time much longer than the designed observing
window of LISA-like detectors.
Once ωs is known, one can insert it into Eqs. (3.49) -
(3.54) to find the GW polarizations. Given the large
number of cycles present in these time-domain wave-
forms, however, it is impractical to plot them straight
as functions of time. A better alternative is to decom-
pose the signals into an amplitude and a phase, via
h+ ≡ A+ cos(2Θ),
h× ≡ A× sin(2Θ),
hb ≡ Ab2 cos(2Θ) +Ab1 sin(Θ),
hL ≡ AL2 cos(2Θ) +AL1 sin(Θ). (4.13)
Recall that the phase Θ here is defined from the orbital
phase Φ through Eq. (3.56). Figures 2 and 3 show the
time-domain amplitudes and orbital phase for a binary
with the same parameters as those chosen in Fig. 1. In
addition, we have here chosen ϑ = 39.254 degrees, ac-
cording to [39], and ϕ = 70 degrees as an illustrative
example. To more clearly see the difference between the
GR and the æ-theory evolution, we also plot the ampli-
tudes in the GR limit (see also Eq. (4.29) of [60]).
These figures deserve several comments. First, notice
that with the choice of parameters we have made to make
these figures (specifically with c13 = 0), the hX,Y modes
vanish identically. Even if we had saturated current con-
straints by setting c13 = 10
−15, the amplitudes of these
vector modes would be suppressed by at least 15 orders
of magnitude relative to the plus and cross modes. The
implication then is clear: GW interferometers will never
be able to detect these modes directly. Second, observe
that the scalar modes hb,L are suppressed relative to the
tensor modes h+,× by a factor of 103. This then implies
that it will be extremely difficult for GW detectors to
measure these modes directly. However, we observe from
the figures that the amplitude and the phase of the ten-
sor mode is clearly modified, and this is a feature that
could be constrained with GW instruments. This is true
especially for BNSs since the approximation in Eq. (3.47)
is better in that case, as discussed previously. Therefore,
in the case of Einstein-aether theory, it is clear that con-
straints on the temporal (or frequency) evolution of the
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FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the amplitudes of the GW polarizations for the inner binary in the hierarchy triple system
J0337 [39]. The left panel shows the + and × modes in GR and in æ-theory. The right panel shows the breathing and
longitudinal modes in æ-theory, where the subscript 1 and 2 correspond to the harmonic number. Observe that the second
harmonic is rescaled by a factor of 103 relative to the first harmonic, which implies the latter is much larger. Observe also that
the amplitudes in æ-theory diverge faster than in GR because the binary inspirals more rapidly.
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the phases of the GW polar-
izations for the inner binary in the hierarchy triple system
J0337 [39] in GR and in æ-theory. Note that the phases here
are different from the orbital phases in Eq. (3.56), although
the differences are trivial.
tensor modes are much more constraining than any po-
larization test that proves that GW signals only contain
+ and × modes.
V. RESPONSE FUNCTION
Gravitational waves emitted by massive binary sys-
tems have attracted a lot of attention recently, as they
could be ideal sources for both ground- and space-based
detectors, such as LIGO, Virgo, KAGRA, LISA, Tian-
Qin, Taiji and DECIGO [10]. Therefore, in this section
we consider the response function for both kinds of de-
tectors.
A. Ground-based L-Shape Detectors
With the expressions for the GW polarization modes
in the coordinate space in hand, we are ready to calculate
the response function h(t) and its Fourier transform h˜(f).
In this subsection, we shall focus on L-shape detectors,
such as LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA [67]. From [49, 58],
we find
h(t) =
∑
N
FN (θ, φ, ψ) hN (t), (5.1)
where
F+ ≡ 1
2
(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ cos 2ψ − cos θ sin 2φ sin 2ψ,
F× ≡ 1
2
(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ sin 2ψ + cos θ sin 2φ cos 2ψ,
Fb ≡ −1
2
sin2 θ cos 2φ, FL ≡ 1
2
sin2 θ cos 2φ,
FX ≡ − sin θ(cos θ cos 2φ cosψ − sin 2φ sinψ),
FY ≡ − sin θ(cos θ cos 2φ sinψ + sin 2φ cosψ). (5.2)
Here {θ, φ, ψ} are the three angles (polar, azimuthal and
polarization angles) that specify the relative orientations
of the detector with respect to the source [note that the
angle φ here is not the same as the metric perturbation φ
used in Eq. (3.3)]. Their definitions can be found in [58]
(see, for example, Fig. 11.5 in that reference). To calcu-
late the Fourier transform (FT) of the response function
h(t), we shall adopt the SPA [34, 48, 49]. In Appendix
A, we present a brief summary of this method. For more
details, we refer readers to [34, 48, 49] and references
therein.
Let us first write Eq. (5.1) in the form,
h(t) ≡
∑
N
HN (t), (5.3)
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where HN (t) ≡ FNhN (t), and N ranges over all the po-
larization modes, i.e., N ∈ (+,×, b, L,X, Y ). We can
then define the Fourier transform h˜(f) as
h˜(f) ≡
∫
h(t)ei2piftdt =
∑
N
H˜N (f), (5.4)
where H˜N (f) is the Fourier transform of HN (t). Note
that the above definition is slightly different from the
one used in [37, 38]. For computational convenience, let
us also rewrite HN (t) as
HN (t) =
[
qN(1) cos(2Φ) + qN(2) sin(2Φ)
]
ω2/3s
+
[
qN(3) cos Φ + qN(4) sin Φ
]
ω1/3s , (5.5)
where ωs and Φ are all functions of time, and qN(n) are
time-independent 8, and given explicitly in Appendix B.
To apply the SPA to our problem, we need to find t and
ω˙s as functions of ωs. Inverting Eq. (4.10) perturbatively
in x  1, we find
t− tc = −3
8
1
κ1ωs
(Gmωs)−5/3 (5.6)
×
[
1− 4
5
x(Gmωs)−2/3 +O[(Gmωs)2/3, x]
]
.
But note very importantly that the time-domain wave-
form is to be evaluated at retarded time, thus t →
t − R/cN when evaluating the orbital phase in the in-
tegrand of the Fourier integral. Typically, the factor of
R/cN is re-absorbed in the time of coalescence tc be-
cause it is a constant, but in æ-theory, this constant will
be different for each of the modes present in the response
function, and thus, more care must be taken.
With the results given in Eqs. (4.4) and (5.6), we are
now able to apply the SPA to Eq. (5.5) by following the
procedure outlined in Appendix A. After simple but te-
dious calculations, we find
h˜(f) =
∑
N
{√
pi
2
(Gm)1/3 κ−1/21 (qN(1) + iqN(2))(Gpimf)−7/6
[
1− 1
2
(Gpimf)−2/3x
]
e−i2pifR(1−c
−1
N )eiΨ(2) ,
+
√
pi
4
(Gm)2/3 κ−1/21 (qN(3) + iqN(4))(Gpimf)−3/2
[
1− 1
2
(2Gpimf)−2/3x
]
e−i2pifR(1−c
−1
N )e
iΨ(1)
}
, (5.7)
where N ∈ (+,×, b, L,X, Y ) and c+ = c× = cT , cb =
cL = cS , cX = cY = cV
9. The e−i2pifR(1−c
−1
N ) term
exists because of the retarded time argument discussed
above (see also Appendix A for a more detailed discus-
sion). The Fourier phases Ψ(1) and Ψ(2), corresponding
to the first and second harmonics of the orbital period
respectively, are given by
Ψ(2) ≡ 9
20
κ−11 (Gpimf)−5/3
[
1− 4
7
(Gpimf)−2/3x
]
+ 2pif t¯c − 2Φ(tc)− pi
4
,
Ψ(1) ≡ 9
40
κ−11 (2Gpimf)−5/3
[
1− 4
7
(2Gpimf)−2/3x
]
+ 2pif t¯c − Φ(tc)− pi
4
, (5.8)
where we have redefined the coalescence time via t¯c ≡
tc +R.
Note that the above expressions are different from the
ones given in Eqs. (66) - (74) in [44] because here we
8 For detectors, such as LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA, one can treat
qN(l) as time-independent, since their observation windows are
very short [68]. However, for detectors like LISA, this approxima-
tion needs to be relaxed, as we will discuss in the next subsection.
9 Note that the c+ here is the speed of plus mode instead of the
constant c13 as in (3.11).
do not assume the different polarization modes travel all
at the speed of light. Moreover, in our calculation of
the Fourier amplitudes, we have included Einstein-aether
corrections of O(v) relative to the leading-order correc-
tion. Therefore, while in [44] the non-tensor modes are all
proportional to the first harmonic, here we also have con-
tributions that are proportional to the second harmonic,
i.e. qb,L,X,Y (1) 6= 0 6= qb,L,X,Y (2). Finally, Eq. (5.7) con-
tains a term proportional to exp[−2piifR(1 − 1/cN )],
which was absent from previous studies because all modes
were assumed to travel at the speed of light.
We would also like to note that in the present case since
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now the breathing and longitudinal modes are degenerate
[cf. Eq.(3.28)], the qb(i) and qL(i) terms in Eq.(5.7) can
be combined together to simplify the results,
qS(i) ≡ qb(i) + qL(i) = qb(i)(1− abL), (5.9)
where Eqs.(B.1), (B.3) and (5.2) had been used and abL
is given by (B.5).
B. Space-Based Equilateral-Shape Detectors
In this subsection we calculate the response function
for a space-based equilateral-shape detector, such as
LISA, TianQin, Taiji and DECIGO [69–72]. Because all
such detectors share many similarities in their construc-
tion, we will mainly focus on calculations for LISA; sim-
ilar work applicable to TianQin can be found in [70, 73]
for GR.
Following [74], we can cast the response function of
LISA in the following form, which is similar to Eq. (5.3),
h′(t) =
√
3
2
∑
N
H ′N (t), (5.10)
where N ∈ (+,×, b, L,X, Y ), and where H ′N (t) is given
by
H ′N (t) =
[
q′N(1) cos(2Φ + ΦDN(2))
+ q′N(2) sin(2Φ + ΦDN(2))
]
ω2/3s
+
[
q′N(3) cos(Φ + ΦDN(1))
+ q′N(4) sin(Φ + ΦDN(1))
]
ω1/3s , (5.11)
and the q′N(l) expressions are explicitly given in Appendix
C. Note that the latter are now functions of time, unlike
for ground-based L-shape detectors, as mentioned pre-
viously. This is due to the fact that the observational
windows of LISA is relatively long and sometimes com-
parable to the orbital period of the detector.
The quantities ΦDN(2) and ΦDN(1) are the correspond-
ing Doppler phases due to the motion of the detector
around the Sun; gravitational waves reach LISA and the
Solar System barycenter at different times [74]. Using
the geometry of LISA, we can show that to first-order of
rso/λN , where λN is the wavelength of the N -th mode
[74] and rso is the radius of the center of mass of LISA
which is equal to 1AU, we have 10,
ΦDN(2) =
2ωs
cN
rso sin θ¯ cos[Φ¯(t)− φ¯],
ΦDN(1) =
ωs
cN
rso sin θ¯ cos[Φ¯(t)− φ¯]. (5.12)
The quantities θ¯ and φ¯ are generated in the same way
as in Fig. 11.5 of [58] (see also [74]). The quantity Φ¯(t)
is the orbital phase of the center of mass of LISA in its
orbit around the Sun, which is given by
Φ¯(t) = Φ¯0 +
2pit
T0
, (5.13)
where Φ¯0 is a constant and T0 is the period of LISA
around the Sun, which is equal to the sidereal period of
Earth [75].
Since detector-related quantities should be evaluated
at the current time t, and source-related quantities
should be evaluated at the retarded time, one finds that
Eq. (5.11) needs to be modified to
H ′N (t) = QN(1)|t · [ω2/3s cos(2Φ)]|trN
+QN(2)|t · [ω2/3s sin(2Φ)]|trN
+QN(3)|t · [ω1/3s cos Φ]|trN
+QN(4)|t · [ω1/3s sin Φ]|trN , (5.14)
where
QN(1) ≡ [q′N(1) cos ΦDN(2) + q′N(2) sin ΦDN(2)],
QN(2) ≡ −[q′N(1) sin ΦDN(2) − q′N(2) cos ΦDN(2)],
QN(3) ≡ [q′N(3) cos ΦDN(1) + q′N(4) sin ΦDN(1)],
QN(4) ≡ −[q′N(3) sin ΦDN(1) − q′N(4) cos ΦDN(1)],
(5.15)
with trN ≡ t−R/cN .
With the above expressions, we are now in the po-
sition to calculate the Fourier transform of LISA’s re-
sponse function using Eq. (5.4) and the SPA technique
introduced in Appendix A. The final result is
h˜′(f) =
√
3
2
∑
N
{√
pi
2
(Gm)1/3 κ−1/21
[
QN(1)|ta2+R/cN + iQN(2)|ta2+R/cN
]
(Gpimf)−7/6
×
[
1− 1
2
(Gpimf)−2/3x
]
e−i2pifR(1−c
−1
N )eiΨ(2)
10 For the basic construction of LISA, readers are referred to Figs. 1 and 2 of [74].
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+
√
pi
4
(Gm)2/3 κ−1/21
[
QN(3)|ta1+R/cN + iQN(4)|ta1+R/cN
]
(Gpimf)−3/2
×
[
1− 1
2
(2Gpimf)−2/3x
]
e−i2pifR(1−c
−1
N )eiΨ(1)
}
, (5.16)
where again N ∈ (+,×, b, L,X, Y ), the Ψ(i) are given by
Eq. (5.8), and ta1 and ta2 are the stationary points [cf.
Appendix A]. From Eqs. (5.6) and (4.4) we find
ta1,2 − tc = −3
8
1
κ1ωs(ta1,2)
(Gmωs(ta1,2))−5/3
×
[
1− 4
5
x (Gmωs(ta1,2))−2/3
]
, (5.17)
where ωs(ta2) = pif and ωs(ta1) = 2pif .
Just like in Eq.(5.7), the Qb(i) and QL(i) terms in
Eq.(5.16) could be combined together, too, since the
breathing and longitudinal modes are degenerate [cf.
Eq.(3.28)],
QS(i) ≡ Qb(i) +QL(i) = Qb(i)(1− abL), (5.18)
where Eqs.(C.1), (B.3) and (5.2) have been used and abL
is given by (B.5).
VI. PARAMETERIZED POST-EINSTEINIAN
PARAMETERS
By using the results given in the previous section,
we are ready to calculate the ppE parameters of æ-
theory [44, 47, 49]. Since the calculations for LISA-like
detectors are too complicated, we will just focus here
on the ground-based response functions. What is more,
since the LIGO constraint on the speed of tensor modes
cT is so stringent, in this section we will set cT = c.
A. Generalized ppE Scheme
One of the generalization of the simplest ppE wave-
forms to theories with multiple polarizations can be writ-
ten in the form [49] 11,
h˜(f) = h˜GR(f)
(
1 + cppEβppEUbppE+52
)
ei2βppEU
bppE
2
+
M2
R
U−7/22 eiΨ
(2)
GRei2βppEU
bppE
2
(
1− κ1/23 cppEβppEUbppE+52
) [
α+F+(1 + cos
2 ϑ) + α×F× cosϑ
]
+
M2
R
U−7/22 eiΨ
(2)
GRei2βppEU
bppE
2
(
1 + κ3cppEβppEUbppE+52
)
×
{
ei2pifR(1−c
−1
S )
[
αbFb sin
2 ϑ+ αLFL sin
2 ϑ
]
+ ei2pifR(1−c
−1
V ) [αXFX sin(2ϑ) + αY FY sinϑ]
}
+η1/5
M2
R
U−9/21 eiΨ
(1)
GReiβppEU
bppE
1
(
1 + κ3cppEβppEUbppE+51
)
×
{
ei2pifR(1−c
−1
S ) [γbFb sinϑ+ γLFL sinϑ]
+ei2pifR(1−c
−1
V ) [γX1FX cosϑ+ γX2FX sinϑ+ γY 1FY + γY 2FY sinϑ]
}
, (6.1)
where [49]
h˜GR(f) = −
√
5pi
96
G2N [F+(1 + cos
2 ϑ) + 2iF× cosϑ]
M2
R
U−7/22 eiΨ
(2)
GR , (6.2)
and
Ψ
(2)
GR =
3
128
(GNpiMf)−5/3 + 2pif t¯c − 2Φ(tc)− pi
4
,
11 This is different from its original form of [49], in order to accom-
modate different propagation speeds, as mentioned above.
Ψ
(1)
GR =
3
256
(2GNpiMf)−5/3 + 2pif t¯c − Φ(tc)− pi
4
,
(6.3)
with Ul ≡ (2piGNMf/l)1/3. Note that ϕ in (6.2) has
been set to zero to agree with those in [44, 49].
Comparing Eq. (5.7) with Eq. (6.1) we see immedi-
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ately that there is a mismatch. This is because the grav-
itational constants in æ-theory that control binary mo-
tion are G and Gæ, and thus, these constants appear
in Eq. (5.7), while the ppE formalism is parameterized
in terms of the gravitational constant observed on Earth
GN , which is why this constant appears in U` in Eq. (6.1).
The relation between G and GN is given explicitly in
Eq. (3.46), where we see that G = GN +O(s1, s2). Simi-
larly, from Eq. (2.9) we see that Gæ = GN +O(c14). The
ppE formalism, however, is defined only in the limit of
small deformations away from GR, and since s1,2 → 0
and c14 → 0 in the GR limit, one should really insert
Eqs. (3.46) and (2.9) into Eq. (5.7), then re-expand in
small deformations, and then compare to Eq. (6.1), keep-
ing only terms of leading-order in the coupling parame-
ters and to leading-order in the PN approximation. To
be specific, in the procedure of finding ppE parameters,
we are going to apply the following approximations so
that we can match Eqs. (5.7) and (6.1):
(1− c14)n1 [(1− s1)(1− s2)]n2
= [1 +O(s1, s2)] [1 +O(c14)] w 1, (6.4)
where n1 and n2 are arbitrary real numbers and the ne-
glected contribution of O(s1, s2) and O(c14) enters at
higher order in terms of the small coupling constants in
the waveform.
The resulting Fourier transform of the response func-
tion in æ-theory is still different from that in [49] because
the former contains the factors of exp[−2piifR(1−1/cN )]
discussed earlier. Therefore, in theories which con-
tain additional polarization modes with different prop-
agation speeds, we must generalize the results of [49]
by replacing every appearance of FN in Eq. (6.1) with
FN exp[−2piifR(1− 1/cN )].
If we can re-cast Eq. (5.4) into the form of Eq. (6.1),
then we can read off the set of ppE parameters {cppE ,
bppE , βppE , α+, α×, αb, αL, αX , αY , γb, γL, γX1, γX2,
γY 1, γY 2 }. First, we observe that
Ψ(2) = Ψ
(2)
GR + U−72 φ1,
Ψ(1) = Ψ
(1)
GR +
1
2
U−71 φ1, (6.5)
where
φ1 ≡ − 3
224
η2/5κ−13 x, (6.6)
with
κ3 ≡ A1 + SA2 + S2A3. (6.7)
Note that Eq. (6.4) has been used above and the f -
dependent terms in φ1 are omitted to keep only the lead-
ing PN correction. With Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) at hand, we
could write Eq. (5.4) as the desired form, i.e., Eq. (6.1).
Here, we will omit the devilishly tedious expression for
h˜(f). Instead, we will first find the full expression of h˜(f)
and then read off the ppE parameters. The results are
cppE =
224
3
,
bppE = −7,
βppE =
1
2
φ1 = − 3
448
κ−13 η
2/5x,
α+ =
√
5pi
8
√
6
G2Ne
i2ϕ
(
κ
−1/2
3 − 1
)
g+,
α× = −i
√
5pi
8
√
6
G2Ne
i2ϕ
(
κ
−1/2
3 − 1
)
g×,
αb =
√
5pi
8
√
6
κ
−1/2
3 G
2
Ne
i2ϕgb1,
αL =
√
5pi
8
√
6
κ
−1/2
3 G
2
Ne
i2ϕgL1,
αX =
√
5pi
8
√
6
κ
−1/2
3 G
2
Ne
i2ϕgX1,
αY = −i
√
5pi
8
√
6
κ
−1/2
3 G
2
Ne
i2ϕgY 1,
γb = −i
√
5pi
8
√
3
κ
−1/2
3 η
−1/5G2Ne
iϕ(gb2 + gb4),
γL = −i
√
5pi
8
√
3
κ
−1/2
3 η
−1/5G2Ne
iϕ(gL2 + gL4),
γX1 = −i
√
5pi
8
√
3
κ
−1/2
3 η
−1/5G2Ne
iϕ(gX2 + gX4),
γX2 = −i
√
5pi
8
√
3
κ
−1/2
3 η
−1/5G2Ne
iϕgX3,
γY 1 =
√
5pi
8
√
3
κ
−1/2
3 η
−1/5G2Ne
iϕ(gY 2 + gY 4),
γY 2 = −i
√
5pi
8
√
3
κ
−1/2
3 η
−1/5G2Ne
iϕgY 3, (6.8)
where {g+, g×, gb1,2,4, gL1,2,4, gX1,2,3,4, gY 1,2,3,4} are
functions given in Appendix D. Note that gb2,4, gL2,4,
gX2,3,4 and gY 2,3,4 ∝ η1/5. In other words, the η terms
in αN and γN actually have the same power, namely,
0. Also note that cppE , which corresponds to the ratio
between the amplitude and phase ppE corrections, agrees
with that given in [49, 76].
Additionally, since the degenerate breathing and lon-
gitudinal modes, in Eq.(6.1) we can put these terms to-
gether by introducing the quantities,
αS ≡ αb(1− abL), (6.9)
where Eqs.(D.2), (6.8) and (5.2) had been used and abL
is given by (B.5).
B. Fully Restricted ppE Approximation
Now, we move to the regime of the fully restricted
ppE approximation by mainly following [44]. We gen-
eralize [44, 49] to allow for different propagation speeds
of scalar, vector and tensor modes. This time, Eq. (5.4)
is written in the form of
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h˜(f) =
∑
N=S,V,T
∞∑
l=1
A
(l,N)
ppE (f)e
iΨ
(l,N)
ppE (f), (6.10)
where
A
(l,N)
ppE (f) = A
(l)
GR(f)
[
1 + U a¯
(l)
ppE
l
∞∑
k=0
α¯
(l,N)
ppE,k(Ul)k
]
, (6.11)
Ψ
(l,N)
ppE (f) = Ψ
(l)
GR(f) + U
b¯
(l)
ppE
l
∞∑
k=0
β¯
(l)
ppE,k(Ul)k
−2pifR(1− c−1N ). (6.12)
Here l stands for the l-th harmonics and quantities with
a GR subscript referring to expressions in the GR limits
as in the last subsection. We also note that α¯
(l,N)
ppE,0 6= 0
and β¯
(l)
ppE,0 6= 0, which means that the terms proportional
to U a¯
(l)
ppE
l and U
b¯
(l)
ppE
l correspond to the term that enters
at leading (lowest) PN order. We can choose cT = 1
since this effect has been absorbed by the redefinition
of the coalescence time. Notice that when cS = cV =
cT = 1, the phase is common to all of the scalar, vector
and tensor modes, and the above formulation agrees with
that in [49].
The restricted ppE waveform consists of amplitude cor-
rections truncated to the leading PN order (which corre-
sponds to −1 PN in our case) while phase corrections are
kept to higher PN orders. In this paper, we consider the
fully restricted ppE waveform, in which we only consider
the dominant l = 2 harmonic mode. Then, the above
expressions can be reduced to
h˜(f) '
∑
N=S,V,T
A
(2,N)
ppE (f)e
iΨ
(2,N)
ppE (f), (6.13)
with
A
(2,N)
ppE (f) = A
(2)
GR(f)
[
1 + U a¯
(2)
ppE
2 α¯
(2,N)
ppE,0
]
, (6.14)
Ψ
(2,N)
ppE (f) = Ψ
(2)
GR(f) + U
b¯
(2)
ppE
2
∞∑
k=0
β¯
(2)
ppE,k(U2)k,
−2pifR(1− c−1N ). (6.15)
Here Ψ
(2)
GR is given by Eq. (6.3) while A
(2)
GR is given by
A
(2)
GR = −
√
5pi
96
M2
R
(GNpiMf)−7/6G2N
×[F+(1 + cos2 ϑ)+ i2F× cosϑ]. (6.16)
Let us now determine the ppE parameters in Einstein-
aether theory. Rewriting the waveform in Eq. (5.7) for
the l=2 terms in a form given by Eq. (6.13), the ppE
phase parameters can be extracted as
b¯
(2)
ppE = −7,
β¯
(2)
ppE,0 = φ1 = −
3
224
κ−13 η
2/5x,
β¯
(2)
ppE,1 = 0,
β¯
(2)
ppE,2 = −
3
128
[
−2
3
(s1 + s2)− 1
2
c14 + (κ3 − 1)
]
.
(6.17)
Notice that β¯
(2)
ppE,0 is different from β
(2)
ppE in Eq. (6.8) by
a factor of 2 due to a prefactor 2 in front of β
(2)
ppE in
Eq. (6.1). When deriving β¯
(2)
ppE,2, we kept O(s1, s2, c14)
contribution in Eq. (6.4) for consistency. Next, the ppE
amplitude parameters are extracted as
a¯
(2)
ppE = −2,
α¯
(2,T )
ppE,0 = −
1
2
κ
−1/2
3 η
2/5x,
α¯
(2,S)
ppE,0 = α¯
(2,T )
ppE,0
gb1Fb sin
2 ϑ+ gL1FL sin
2 ϑ
g+F+
(
1 + cos2 ϑ
)− ig×F× cosϑ
= α¯
(2,T )
ppE,0
gb1Fb sin
2 ϑ(1− abL)
g+F+
(
1 + cos2 ϑ
)− ig×F× cosϑ,
α¯
(2,V )
ppE,0 = α¯
(2,T )
ppE,0
gX1FX sin(2ϑ)− igY 1FY sinϑ
g+F+
(
1 + cos2 ϑ
)− ig×F× cosϑ.
(6.18)
The above FN and ϑ dependence on the ppE amplitude
parameters for the scalar and vector modes seem to be a
generic feature, as predicted in [49]. We note that even
if the denominator g+F+
(
1 + cos2 ϑ
) − ig×F× cosϑ in
α¯
(2,S)
ppE,0 and α¯
(2,V )
ppE,0 becomes 0, the scalar and vector mode
corrections to the waveform amplitude do not diverge
since the ppE parameters are multiplied by A
(2)
GR, which
contains the same factor that cancels the denominator of
α¯
(2,S)
ppE,0 and α¯
(2,V )
ppE,0.
Let us now compare the results presented here against
those in [44, 76]. First, b¯
(2)
ppE agrees with that in [44, 76],
while a¯
(2)
ppE agrees with that in [76], which corrected [44].
Second, in [44], the aether field is assumed to be aligned
with the CMB frame and V ∼ 10−3, which is much slower
than the relative velocity of the binary constituents be-
fore coalescence. In this case, the dominant contribution
in x in Eq. (4.6) arises from the term proportional to
C. Moreover, the denominator A1 + SA2 + S2A3 origi-
nates from factoring out the 0PN contribution in ω˙s in
Eq. (4.4). If we neglect the Einstein-aether correction at
0PN order, this factor can be simply set to the GR value
of 1 (and one can take the similar limit in κ3). Then,
the leading ppE phase β¯
(2)
ppE,0 in Eq. (6.17) agrees with
that in [44, 76] within the approximation in Eq. (6.4).
Similarly, α¯
(2)
ppE,0 reduces to the leading ppE amplitude
correction in [76] under the small coupling approxima-
tion. On the other hand, β¯
(2)
ppE,2 in Eq. (6.17) corrects
that in [44].
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the waveforms and
polarizations of GWs emitted by a binary system in
Einstein-aether theory, which contains four dimension-
less coupling parameters ci’s. We focused on the inspiral
phase, adopted the PN approximations and assumed that
the Einstein-aether coupling constants are small. In æ-
theory, all the six polarization modes of GWs, referred
to as hN (N = +,×, b, L,X, Y ), are present, although
only five of them are independent, as the breathing and
longitudinal modes (hb and hL) are proportional to each
other. In the GR limit of ci → 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), only the
“+” and “×” modes remain and they reduce to those of
GR as expected.
Gravitational waveforms and GW polarizations emit-
ted by a binary system in the inspiral phase in æ-theory
were already studied in [44]. In the current paper, we
have first re-derived these formulas, and corrected some
typos, by keeping all the terms to O(v2). In particular,
we have shown explicitly that the non-relativistic GW
modes hb,L,X,Y contain not only the first harmonic terms
of the orbital phase, as shown in [44], but also the second
harmonic ones when one includes higher PN order terms.
Note also that in deriving the expressions of the GW
polarization modes hN ’s [cf. (3.49)-(3.54)], we have not
assumed that COM of the binary system is always co-
moving with the aether field. In fact, in cosmology the
aether field is normally assumed to be comoving with
CMB [53]. As a result, individual compact objects in the
Universe, such as galaxies and massive stars, are in gen-
eral expected to have peculiar velocities with respect to
the CMB. A typical velocity of compact objects in our
own galaxy in this frame is about V 2 ' 10−6, for which
Foster had shown that the PN approximations adopted
here are valid [41].
Using the SPA method [34, 48, 49], we have also cal-
culated the response function and its Fourier transform
for both ground- and space-based GW detectors. We
then generalized the ppE framework to allow for differ-
ent propagation speeds among scalar, vector and tensor
modes. The ppE parameters within this new framework
is given by Eqs. (6.8), (6.17) and (6.18), which depend on
all six polarization modes. The leading ppE phase cor-
rection at −1PN order agrees with that in [44, 76] under
the small coupling approximation and within the CMB
frame. Similarly, the leading ppE amplitude correction
agrees with that in [76] under the same approximation.
On the other hand, the next-to-leading ppE correction
in the phase at 0PN order corrects the corresponding ex-
pression in [44].
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APPENDIX A: THE STATIONARY PHASE
APPROXIMATION
SPA is a useful method for dealing with the Fourier
transform (FT) of the response functions. The details of
this method can be found in [34, 48, 49]. Here we will
provide a brief introduction to this technique.
For real g0(t), ψ0(t), a0, b0 and y0, we have the follow-
ing approximation to g0(t)’s Fourier integral [77, 78],
lim
y0→∞
I0(y0) ≡ lim
y0→∞
∫ b0
a0
g0(t)e
iy0ψ0(t)dt
≈ lim
y0→∞
g0(ta)e
iy0ψ0(ta)± ipi2l
×
[
l!
y0|ψ(l)0 (ta)|
]1/l
Γ(1/l)
l
, (A.1)
where ψ
(l)
0 (t) denotes the l-th derivative with respect to
t. Γ(x) denotes the Gamma function [79]. ta refers to the
stationary point that is determined by the conditions
ψ
(1)
0 (ta) = ψ
(2)
0 (ta) = ... = ψ
(l−1)
0 (ta) = 0,
ψ
(l)
0 (ta) 6= 0, (A.2)
and we will choose “+” for (A.1) when ψ
(l)
0 (ta) > 0, and
“-” for (A.1) when ψ
(l)
0 (ta) < 0. Besides, the validity of
this approximation requires∣∣∣∣∣
∫ b0
a0
g0(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ <∞, (A.3)
and ψ0(t) is not a constant on any interval U0 ∈ [a0, b0].
As an example, we will use SPA to calculate the FT for
the response function,
Hn(t) = qnω
2/3
s (tr) cos(2Φ(tr)), (A.4)
where tr = t−R/vs is the retarded time with vs denoting
the speed of the wave.
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To make sure that the approximation (A.1) is valid
for the calculation of the FT of (A.4), we need to assume
that d[ln(qnω
2/3
s )]/dt dΦ/dt and d2Φ/dt2  (dΦ/dt)2.
Then, using (5.4) and Euler’s formula, we find
H˜n(f) =
1
2
qne
i2pifR/vs
×
∫
ω2/3s
[
ei(−2Φ+2pift) + ei(2Φ+2pift)
]
dt.
(A.5)
Since d(2Φ + 2pift)/dt = 0, we find Φ˙(ta) = −pif , which
leads to a non-physical frequency f and thus can be dis-
carded. Conversely, from the first term in (A.5), we find
Φ˙(ta) = pif by d(−2Φ+2pift)/dt|ta = 0. Thus, we obtain
ωs(ta) = Φ˙(ta) = pif and l = 2 for (A.1). Now we write
H˜n(f) as
H˜n(f) =
1
2
qne
i2pifR/vsIn(f), (A.6)
where
In(f) ≡
∫
ω2/3s
[
ei(−2Φ+2pift)
]
dt. (A.7)
Note that there is no summation in (A.6) with respect to
n. At the same time, from (4.4) we find that d2(−2Φ +
2pift)/dt2|ta = −2Φ¨(ta) = −2ω˙(ta) ∼ −ω11/3(ta) < 0,
which helps us to determine the sign in (A.1). With all
of these in hand, we can apply the approximation (A.1)
to (A.7), and find that
In(f) ' 1
2
ω2/3s (ta)
√
pi
ω˙s(ta)
× 2eifψn− ipi4 , (A.8)
where
ψn(t) ≡ −2Φ(t)
f
+ 2pit. (A.9)
Note that in the above expression there is an additional
factor of 2, which originates from the analysis of [48].
Substituting (A.8) into (A.6), we find
H˜n(f) =
√
pi
2
qn
[
ω2/3s (ta)ω˙
−1/2
s (ta)
]
eiΨn , (A.10)
where
Ψn ≡ −2Φ(ta) + 2pifta + 2pif R
vs
− pi
4
. (A.11)
Next, using the relation
[−2Φ(t) + 2pift]|tatc =
∫ ta
tc
d[−2Φ(t) + 2pift]
dt
dt,
(A.12)
and the fact that ωs(tc) → ∞, we can carry out the
integral on the right-hand side of (A.12) approximately,
and finally obtain
Ψn =
9
20
κ−11 (Gpimf)−5/3
[
1− 4
7
(Gpimf)−2/3x
]
+2pif
(
tc +
R
vs
)
− 2Φ(tc)− pi
4
, (A.13)
where the asymptotical form of the ω˙s and ω¨s had been
used.
Similarly, using the relation
[ω2/3s (t)ω˙
−1/2
s (t)]|tatc =
∫ ta
tc
d[ω
2/3
s (t)ω˙
−1/2
s (t)]
dt
dt,
(A.14)
and ωs(tc) → ∞, we can also carry out the integral on
the right-hand side of (A.14). Finally, we find
H˜n(f) =
√
pi
2
(Gm)1/3qnκ−1/21 (Gpimf)−7/6
×
[
1− 1
2
(Gpimf)−2/3x
]
eiΨn , (A.15)
where Ψn is given by (A.13). The calculations for (5.5)
can be obtained by following the same steps12.
APPENDIX B: THE EXPRESSIONS OF qN(l)
In (5.5) we introduced qN(l), which are given explicitly
by
q+(1) ≡ d+ cos(2ϕ)F+,
q+(2) ≡ d+ sin(2ϕ)F+,
q+(3) = q+(4) = 0,
q×(1) ≡ d× sin(2ϕ)F×,
q×(2) ≡ −d× cos(2ϕ)F×,
q×(3) = q×(4) = 0,
qb(1) ≡ db1 cos(2ϕ)Fb,
qb(2) ≡ db1 sin(2ϕ)Fb,
qb(3) ≡ (db2 + db4) sinϕFb,
qb(4) ≡ −(db2 + db4) cosϕFb,
qL(1) ≡ dL1 cos(2ϕ)FL,
qL(2) ≡ dL1 sin(2ϕ)FL,
qL(3) ≡ (dL2 + dL4) sinϕFL,
qL(4) ≡ −(dL2 + dL4) cosϕFL,
qX(1) ≡ dX1 cos(2ϕ)FX ,
qX(2) ≡ dX1 sin(2ϕ)FX ,
qX(3) ≡ (dX2 + dX4) sinϕFX ,
qX(4) ≡ −(dX2 + dX4) cosϕFX ,
qY (1) ≡ dY 1 sin(2ϕ)FY ,
12 Of course, there is a difference between the demonstration here
and the calculations in Sec. V. That is, in Sec. V, the phase
(A.13) is fixed for the 1st and 2nd harmonic terms. At the same
time, the term that related to vs is absorbed into the amplitude
part. Logically, this seems to be a big change. Nevertheless,
mathematically, this modification is actually trivial.
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qY (2) ≡ −dY 1 cos(2ϕ)FY ,
qY (3) ≡ [(dY 2 + dY 4) cosϕ+ dY 5 sinϕ]FY ,
qY (4) ≡ [(dY 2 + dY 4) sinϕ− dY 5 cosϕ]FY , (B.1)
where
d+ ≡ −2Gæ
R
G2/3M5/3(1 + cos2 ϑ),
d× ≡ 4Gæ
R
G2/3M5/3 cosϑ, (B.2)
db1 ≡ 2Gæ
R
c14
2− c14
−3c14(Z − 1)c2S + 2S
c14c2S
×G2/3M5/3 sin2 ϑ,
db2 ≡ 2Gæ
R
c14
2− c14
2∆s
c14cS
η1/5G1/3M4/3 sinϑ,
db4 ≡ −2Gæ
R
c14
2− c14
4∆s
c14c2S
η1/5G1/3M4/3 sinϑN iV i,
dL1 ≡ abLdb1,
dL2 ≡ abLdb2,
dL4 ≡ abLdb4, (B.3)
dX1 ≡ −β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
1
cV
×
(
S − c13
1− c13
)
G2/3M5/3 sin(2ϑ),
dX2 ≡ 2β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−∆sη
1/5G1/3M4/3 cosϑ,
dX4 ≡ β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5G1/3M4/3
×(sinϑeiX + cosϑN i)V i,
dY 1 ≡ β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
2
cV
×
(
S − c13
1− c13
)
G2/3M5/3 sinϑ,
dY 2 ≡ 2β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−∆sη
1/5G1/3M4/3,
dY 4 ≡ β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5G1/3M4/3N iV i,
dY 5 ≡ β1Gæ
R
1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5G1/3M4/3
× sinϑeiY V i, (B.4)
and
abL ≡ 1 + 2β2. (B.5)
Note that the all dX ’s and dY ’s are proportional to β1,
and therefore proportional to c13.
APPENDIX C: THE EXPRESSIONS OF q′N(l)
In (5.11) we introduced q′N(l)’s, which are given by
q′+(1) ≡ d+ cos(2ϕ)F ′+(t),
q′+(2) ≡ d+ sin(2ϕ)F ′+(t),
q′+(3) = q
′
+(4) = 0,
q′×(1) ≡ d× sin(2ϕ)F ′×(t),
q′×(2) ≡ −d× cos(2ϕ)F ′×(t),
q′×(3) = q
′
×(4) = 0,
q′b(1) ≡ db1 cos(2ϕ)F ′b(t),
q′b(2) ≡ db1 sin(2ϕ)F ′b(t),
q′b(3) ≡ (db2 + db4) sinϕF ′b(t),
q′b(4) ≡ −(db2 + db4) cosϕF ′b(t),
q′L(1) ≡ dL1 cos(2ϕ)F ′L(t),
q′L(2) ≡ dL1 sin(2ϕ)F ′L(t),
q′L(3) ≡ (dL2 + dL4) sinϕF ′L(t),
q′L(4) ≡ −(dL2 + dL4) cosϕF ′L(t),
q′X(1) ≡ dX1 cos(2ϕ)F ′X(t),
q′X(2) ≡ dX1 sin(2ϕ)F ′X(t),
q′X(3) ≡ (dX2 + dX4) sinϕF ′X(t),
q′X(4) ≡ −(dX2 + dX4) cosϕF ′X(t),
q′Y (1) ≡ dY 1 sin(2ϕ)F ′Y (t),
q′Y (2) ≡ −dY 1 cos(2ϕ)F ′Y (t),
q′Y (3) ≡ [(dY 2 + dY 4) cosϕ+ dY 5 sinϕ]F ′Y (t),
q′Y (4) ≡ [(dY 2 + dY 4) sinϕ− dY 5 cosϕ]F ′Y (t), (C.1)
where dNl are given by (B.2-B.4) and,
F ′+(t) ≡
1
2
[1 + cos2 θ(t)] sin[2φ(t)] cos[2ψ(t)]
+ cos[θ(t)] cos[2φ(t)] sin[2ψ(t)],
F ′×(t) ≡
1
2
[1 + cos2 θ(t)] sin[2φ(t)] sin[2ψ(t)]
− cos[θ(t)] cos[2φ(t)] cos[2ψ(t)],
F ′b(t) ≡ −
1
2
sin2[θ(t)] sin[2φ(t)],
F ′L(t) ≡
1
2
sin2[θ(t)] sin[2φ(t)],
F ′X(t) ≡ − sin[θ(t)]{cos[θ(t)] sin[2φ(t)] cos[ψ(t)]
+ cos[2φ(t)] sin[ψ(t)},
F ′Y (t) ≡ sin[θ(t)]{− cos[θ(t)] sin[2φ(t)] sin[ψ(t)]
+ cos[2φ(t)] cos[ψ(t)]}. (C.2)
The angles θ(t), φ(t) and ψ(t) are given by
θ(t) = cos−1
{
1
2
[cos θ¯ −
√
3 cos(φ¯− Φ¯) sin θ¯]
}
,
φ(t) = − tan−1
{
1
2
csc θ¯ csc(φ¯− Φ¯)[
√
3 cos θ¯
+ cos(φ¯− Φ¯) sin θ¯]
}
+ Λ,
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ψ(t) = − tan−1
{
[
√
3 cos φ¯
×(cos ψ¯ sin Φ¯− cos θ sin ψ¯ cos Φ¯)
− sin ψ¯(sin θ¯ +
√
3 cos θ¯ sin φ¯ sin Φ¯)
−
√
3 sin φ¯ cos ψ¯ cos Φ¯]
×[
√
3(cos θ¯ cos φ¯ cos ψ¯ − sin φ¯ sin ψ¯) cos Φ¯
+ cos ψ¯(sin θ¯ +
√
3 cos θ¯ sin φ¯ sin Φ¯)
+
√
3 cos φ¯ sin ψ¯ sin Φ¯]−1
}
, (C.3)
where [74]
Λ = Λ0 +
2pit
T0
, (C.4)
which is the phase for the rotation of the three satellites
around the COM of LISA with Λ0 being a constant, and
Φ¯ is provided in (5.13). Just like in (5.13), T0 here is
equal to the sidereal period of the Earth. Here θ¯, φ¯ and
ψ¯ are the three angles related to the center of the binary
with respect to the Sun (note that their definitions are
different from the general Euler angles [80]), defined ex-
plicitly in [74] and Sec. 11.5 of [58], and can be treated as
constants. Note that once the detector is specified, e.g.
LISA, ϕ and ϑ in q′N(l) will be determined by {θ¯, φ¯, ψ¯},
i.e. {θ¯, φ¯, ψ¯, ϑ, ϕ} are not independent.
APPENDIX D: THE EXPRESSIONS OF gN
In (6.8) we use the factors gN (gN ∈ {g+, g×, gb1,2,4,
gL1,2,4, gX1,2,3,4, gY 1,2,3,4 }), which are given as follows:
g+ ≡ −2, g× ≡ 4, (D.1)
gb1 ≡ 2c14
2− c14
−3c14(Z − 1)c2S + 2S
c14c2S
,
gb2 ≡ 2c14
2− c14
2∆s
c14cS
η1/5,
gb4 ≡ − 2c14
2− c14
4∆s
c14c2S
η1/5N iV i,
gL1 ≡ abLgb1,
gL2 ≡ abLgb2,
gL4 ≡ abLgb4, (D.2)
gX1 ≡ − β1
2c1 − c13c−
1
cV
(
S − c13
1− c13
)
,
gX2 ≡ 2β1
2c1 − c13c−∆sη
1/5,
gX3 ≡ β1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5eiXV
i,
gX4 ≡ β1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5N iV i,
gY 1 ≡ β1
2c1 − c13c−
2
cV
(
S − c13
1− c13
)
,
gY 2 ≡ 2β1
2c1 − c13c−∆sη
1/5,
gY 3 ≡ β1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5eiY V
i,
gY 4 ≡ β1
2c1 − c13c−
2∆s
cV
η1/5N iV i. (D.3)
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